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ABSTRACT
One of themajor challenges inmachine learning nowadays is to pro-
vide predictions with not only high accuracy but also user-friendly
explanations. Although in recent years we have witnessed increas-
ingly popular use of deep neural networks for sequence modeling,
it is still challenging to explain the rationales behind the model
outputs, which is essential for building trust and supporting the
domain experts to validate, critique and refine the model.
We propose ProSeNet, an interpretable and steerable deep se-
quence model with natural explanations derived from case-based
reasoning. The prediction is obtained by comparing the inputs to
a few prototypes, which are exemplar cases in the problem domain.
For better interpretability, we define several criteria for construct-
ing the prototypes, including simplicity, diversity, and sparsity and
propose the learning objective and the optimization procedure.
ProSeNet also provides a user-friendly approach to model steering:
domain experts without any knowledge on the underlying model
or parameters can easily incorporate their intuition and experience
by manually refining the prototypes.
We conduct experiments on a wide range of real-world applica-
tions, including predictive diagnostics for automobiles, ECG, and
protein sequence classification and sentiment analysis on texts.
The result shows that ProSeNet can achieve accuracy on par with
state-of-the-art deep learning models. We also evaluate the inter-
pretability of the results with concrete case studies. Finally, through
user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), we demonstrate
that the model selects high-quality prototypes which align well
with human knowledge and can be interactively refined for better
interpretability without loss of performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Event sequence data is becoming pervasive in a variety of domains,
e.g., electronic health records (EHR) in health care [10, 15], click
streams in software applications and vehicle fault logs in automo-
biles. In general, an event sequence is a series of temporally ordered
events. With the advances of machine learning, especially deep
learning, we have seen a growing trend of research that applies
sequence learning to assist decision-making in these domains. For
example, by modeling fault sequences collected from vehicle fleets,
we can predict errors that are likely to occur in the future, and thus
enable predictive maintenance for car manufacturers and repair
workshops, which eventually could improve customer experience
and reduce warranty costs [7].
The most widely adopted method for modeling sequential data
nowadays is Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and its variants,
such as Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs). RNNs have
achieved remarkable performance in various sequence modeling
applications, e.g., document/text classification [34], machine trans-
lation [33] and speech recognition [12]. Despite their superior per-
formance, RNNs are usually considered as “black-boxes” which lack
transparency, limiting their application in many critical decision-
making scenarios [4]. The demand for more transparent and intel-
ligible machine learning systems is becoming even more urgent as
recent regulations in the European Union require “the right to ex-
planation” for algorithms used in individual level predictions [24].
To address this challenge, a variety of methods have been de-
veloped to unveil the inner-workings of deep sequence models
through visualizing the changes in hidden states [17, 31], extract-
ing feature importance [1, 22, 23] and constructing rules that mimic
the behavior of RNNs [5]. However, post-hoc explanations can be
incomplete or inaccurate in capturing the reasoning process of the
original model. Therefore it is often desirable to have models with
inherent interpretability in many application scenarios [29].
We leverage the concept of prototype learning to construct deep
sequence model with built-in interpretability. Prototype learning is
a form of case-based reasoning [18, 30], which draws conclusions
for new inputs by comparing them with a few exemplar cases (i.e.
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prototypes) in the problem domain [6, 19]. It is a natural practice in
our day-to-day problem-solving process. For example, physicians
perform diagnosis and make prescriptions based on their experi-
ence with past patients and mechanics predict potential malfunc-
tions by recalling vehicles exhibiting similar symptoms. Prototype
learning imitates such human problem-solving process for better
interpretability. Recently the concept has been incorporated in con-
volutional neural networks to build interpretable image classifiers
[6, 19]. However, so far prototype learning is not yet explored for
modeling sequential data.
We propose prototype sequence network (ProSeNet), which com-
bines prototype learning with variants of RNN to achieve both in-
terpretability and high accuracy for sequence modeling. The RNN
as the backbone captures the latent structure of the temporal de-
velopment. Prediction on a new input sequence is performed based
on its similarity to the prototypes in the latent space. For better
interpretability, we consider the following criteria in constructing
prototypes for explanation:
Simplicity. It is possible to directly use the original sequences in
the data as prototypes, but these sequences may contain irrelevant
noises. In our approach, the prototypes can be subsequences of the
original training data and contain only the key events determin-
ing the output. Shorter prototypes are preferred for presenting the
explanation in a more succinct form.
Diversity. Redundant prototypes should be avoided since they
add to the complexity of the explanation but do not bring extra
performance. Therefore we encourage using a set of prototypes
that are sufficiently distinct from each other. The prototypes also
give a high-level overview of the original data which can be several
magnitudes larger.
Sparsity. For each input it is desirable that only a few prototypes
are “activated” such that people are not overwhelmed with long
and redundant explanations.
We introduce a novel learning objective which takes the above
criteria into consideration and propose a training procedure which
iteratively performs gradient descent and prototype projection. For
steerable learning, we consider a constrained training process with
a number of user-specified prototypes which reflect the experts’
intuition and experience in the domain.
ProSeNet is evaluated on several real-world datasets and it is
able to achieve comparable performance with state-of-the-art deep
learning techniques. The experiments cover a diverse range of
applications including predictive maintenance of automotives, clas-
sification of protein sequences, annotation of electrocardiography
(ECG) signals and sentiment analysis on customer reviews, demon-
strating the general applicability of the method. In each experiment
we not only report classification accuracy on training and test data,
but also demonstrate intuitive interpretations of the result through
concrete case studies and visualizations. We further study the effect
of the number of prototypes k and provide guidelines for selecting
k . Besides that, we also perform studies to explore the effect of
including the diversity and the simplicity criteria in the model.
To further evaluate the interpretability of the prototypes, we
conduct a user study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for a
sentiment analysis task on customer reviews, the result shows that
ProSeNet is able to select high quality prototypes that are well-
aligned with human knowledge on natural languages for sentiment
classification. Finally, we demonstrate that through learning under
constraints with user-specified prototypes, the model can be steered
to obtain comparable performance with better interpretability.
The main contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:
• A sequence model that learns interpretable representations
via sequence prototypes for predictive tasks.
• An interaction scheme which allows human experts to incor-
porate their domain knowledge by validating and updating
the learned sequence prototypes.
• Experiments on real-world datasets show that ProSeNet achieves
comparable performance with the state-of-the-arts while
providing analogy based interpretability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summa-
rizes relatedwork; Section 3 introduces the architecture of ProSeNet,
the learning objective and the training process; Section 4 presents
experimental results; Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 RELATEDWORK
Recently, variants of RNNs including Long-Short Term Memory
networks (LSTMs) [21] have been proven to be very effective in
modeling sequence data. They have been successfully applied to
sentiment analysis [34], ECG signal classification [16], mortality
and disease risk prediction using EHR data [8, 10, 13], and etc..
Despite their impressive performance, these deep learning mod-
els consist of complex nonlinear transformations and are often used
as “black boxes”, which leads to trust and fairness issues in many
applications [4, 24]. Therefore recently we can observe fast expand-
ing literature in interpretable machine learning. In particular, we
review two major approaches to interpretable sequence modeling:
1) post-hoc methods, which derive explanations by looking into
existing models 2) sequence models with built-in interpretability.
Post-hoc explanation. Post-hoc methods unveil the underly-
ing mechanisms of a pre-existing “black-box” model. Karpathy et
al. [17] and Strobelt et al. [31] visualize the changes of the internal
states in RNNs to understand the roles of the hidden units in re-
taining temporal information. Another popular approach extracts
the importance of each input token in determining the final result
[1, 22, 23]. Recently, model distillation is also used to explain deep
sequence models [5, 23, 26, 27]. The basic idea is to build surrogate
models that mimic the behavior of the original one. The surro-
gate models are usually easier to interpret, shedding light into the
inner-workings of more complex models.
Sequence models with inherent interpretability. Built-in
interpretability is sometimes desirable since post-hoc explanations
usually do not fit the original model precisely[29]. Traditional tech-
niques such as decision trees and logistic regression are considered
inherently interpretable. However, they lack the capability of mod-
eling complex temporal dependencies in sequential data, thus the
performance is often sub-optimal. State-of-the-art researches focus
on building models with both interpretability and high accuracy.
One example of such models is RETAIN [9], which uses LSTM
with attention mechanism for predictive analysis on patient data.
The built-in attention highlights the clinic visits and the diagnostic
codes that are most critical for the predictions.
ProSeNet mimics our day-to-day problem-solving process by
matching inputs with historical data and producing solutions ac-
cordingly. Different from nearest neighbor classifiers used in typical
case-based reasoning systems [30, 32], in our approach only a few
selected prototypes are memorized, simplified and used for rea-
soning. There are several benefits in bringing such sparsity: 1)
for different inputs it is easier to compare the predictions as well
as their interpretations 2) the learned prototypes give a concise
overview of the original data, which can be several magnitudes
larger 3) it becomes possible to involve human-in-the-loop to up-
date the prototype interactively such that they can incorporate their
domain knowledge to further improve the interpretability of the
model. Combining prototype-based reasoning with DNNs is first
explored for image classification by Li et al. and Chen et al.[6, 19].
In this paper, we incorporate the concept for predictive analysis on
sequential data for the first time.
Evaluating interpretability. There is no universally applicable
method to evaluate the interpretability of machine learning models
and it is usually use case and model dependent [11]. Quantitative
approaches measure the sparsity of the features or the complexity
of the model (e.g. number of rules in decision trees). However how
these metrics are correlated with human interpretability is still un-
known. In this work we evaluate how good the prototypes explain
the prediction results based on user studies conducted on MTurk.
3 METHODOLOGY
We introduce the architecture of ProSeNet, formulate the learning
objective and describe the training procedure in this section.
3.1 ProSeNet Architecture
Sequence
Encoder    
... ... ...
... ...
Linear
Softmax
Input
Sequence
Prototype
Layer    
Output
Probs
Figure 1: The architecture of our proposed ProSeNet model.
The model consists of three parts, the recurrent sequence
encoder network r , the prototype layer p that contains k pro-
totypes, the fully connected layer f , and a softmax layer for
output probabilities in multi-class classification tasks.
Let D = {((x(t ))Tt=1,y)} be a labeled sequence dataset, where
T is the sequence length, x(t ) ∈ Rn is the input vector at step t ,
and y ∈ {1, . . . ,C} is the label of the sequence. We aim to learn
representative prototype sequences (not necessarily exist in the
training data) that can be used as classification references and ana-
logical explanations. For a new input sequence, its similarities with
each representative sequences are measured in the learned latent
space. Then, the prediction of the new instance can be derived and
explained by its similar prototype sequences.
The basic architecture of ProSeNet is similar to the one proposed
by Li et al.[19]. As shown in Figure 1, the model consists of three
components: a sequence encoder r , a prototype layer p, and a fully
connected layer f .
For a given input sequence (x(t ))Tt=1, the sequence encoder r
maps the entire sequence into a single embedding vector with fixed
length e = r ((x(t ))Tt=1), e ∈ Rm . The encoder could be any back-
bone sequence learning models e.g., LSTM, Bidirectional LSTM
(Bi-LSTM) or GRU. In our experiments, the hidden state at the last
step, h(T ), is used as the embedding vector.
The prototype layer p contains k prototype vectors pi ∈ Rm ,
which have the same length as e. The layer scores the similarity
between e and each prototype pi . In previous work [19], the squared
L2 distance, d2i = ∥e − pi ∥22 , is directly used as the output of the
layer. To improve interpretability, we compute the similarity using:
ai = exp(−d2i ),
which converts the distance to a score between 0 and 1. Zero can be
interpreted as the sequence embedding e being completely different
from the prototype vector pi , and one means they are identical.
With the computed similarity vector a = p(e), the fully con-
nected layer computes z = Wa, whereW is a C × k weight matrix
and C is the output size (i.e., the number of classes in classifica-
tion tasks). To enhance interpretability, we constrainW to be non-
negative. For multi-class classification tasks, a softmax layer is used
to compute the predicted probability: yˆi = exp(zi )/
∑C
j=1 exp(zj ).
3.2 Learning Objective
Our goal is to learn a ProSeNet that is both accurate and inter-
pretable. For accuracy, we minimize the cross-entropy loss on train-
ing set: CE(Θ,D) = ∑((x(t ))Tt=1,y)∈D y log(yˆ) + (1 − y) log(1 − yˆ),
where Θ is the set of all trainable parameters of the model.
Diversity. In our experiments, we found that when the number of
prototypes k is large (i.e., over two or three times the number of
classes), the training would often result in a number of similar or
even duplicate prototypes (i.e., some prototypes are very close to
each other in the latent space). It would be confusing to have mul-
tiple similar prototypes in the explanations and also inefficient in
utilizing model parameters. We prevent such phenomenon through
a diversity regularization term that penalizes on prototypes that
are close to each other:
Rd (Θ) =
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=i+1
max
(
0,dmin − ∥pi − pj ∥2
)2
,
where dmin is a threshold that classifies whether two prototypes
are close or not. We set dmin to 1.0 or 2.0 in our experiments. Rd is
a soft regularization that exerts a larger penalty on smaller pairwise
distances. By keeping prototypes distributed in the latent space, it
also helps produce a sparser similarity vector a.
Sparsity and non-negativity. In addition, to further enhance in-
terpretability, we add L1 penalty on the fully connected layer f ,
and constrain the weight matrix W to be non-negative. The L1
sparsity penalty and non-negative constraints on f help to learn
sequence prototypes that have more unitary and additive semantics
for classification.
Clustering and evidence regularization.To improve interpretabil-
ity, Li et al.[19] also proposed two regularization terms to be jointly
minimized, the clustering regularization Rc and the evidence reg-
ularization Re . Rc encourages a clustering structure in the latent
space by minimizing the squared distance between an encoded
instance and its closest prototype:
Rc (Θ,D) =
∑
(x(t ))Tt=1∈X
k
min
i=1
r ((x(t ))Tt=1) − pi 22 ,
where X is the set of all sequences in the training set D. The
evidence regularization Re encourages each prototype vector to be
as close to an encoded instance as possible:
Re (Θ,D) =
k∑
i=1
min
(x(t ))Tt=1∈X
pi − r ((x(t ))Tt=1)22 .
Full objective. To summarize, the loss that we are minimizing is:
Loss(Θ,D) = CE(Θ,D) + λcRc (Θ,D) + λeRe (Θ,D)
+ λdRd (Θ,D) + λl1 ∥W∥1,
(1)
where λc , λe , λd and λl1 are hyperparameters that control the
strength of the regularizations. The configuration of these hyper-
parameters largely depends on the nature of the data and can be
selected through cross-validation. For each experiment in Section
4, we provide the hyperparameter settings.
3.3 Optimizing the Objective
We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with mini-batch to min-
imize the loss function on training data. In this section, we mainly
discuss the prototype projection and simplification techniques that
we used to learn simple and interpretable prototypes.
Prototype projection. Since the prototype vectors pi are repre-
sentations in the latent space, they are not readily interpretable. Li et
al.[19] proposed to jointly train a decoder that translates the latent
space to the original input space to make prototypes interpretable.
However, the decoder may not necessarily decode prototypes to
meaningful sequences. Instead of using a decoder, we design a
projection step during training that assigns pi with their closest
sequence embedding in the training set:
pi ← argmin
e∈r (X)
e − pi 2 . (2)
Each prototype vector pi is then associated with a prototype se-
quence in the input space. The projection step is only performed
every few training epochs (we set to 4 in our experiments) to re-
duce computational cost. Compared with the original prototype
network [19], the projection step saves the efforts of jointly training
a sequence auto-encoder, which is computationally expensive. It
also assures each prototype to be an observed sequence, which
guarantees that the prototypes are meaningful in the real world.
Interpretation with prototypes. ProSeNet is readily explainable
by consulting the most similar prototypes. When making predic-
tions based on a new input sequence, the explanation can be gen-
erated along with the inference procedure. A prediction could be
explained by a weighted addition of the contribution of the most
similar prototypes:
Input: pizza is good but service is extremely slow
Prediction: Negative
Explanation: 0.69 * good food but worst service (Negative 2.1)
+ 0.30 * service is really slow (Negative 1.1)
The factors in front of the prototype sequences are the similarities
between the input and the prototypes. At the end of each prototype
shows its associated weights wi . The weights can be interpreted
as the model’s confidence on the possible labels of the prototype.
Prototype simplification. Although the prototypes are already
readable after projecting to observed sequences in the training data,
it may still be difficult to comprehend a prototype sequence if it
contains insignificant or irrelevant noisy events.
Next, we introduce a procedure to simplify the projected proto-
type sequences. That is, instead of projecting a prototype to a com-
plete observed sequence, we project it to a subsequence containing
the critical events. The projection step (Equation 2) now becomes:
pi ← r (seqi ),
seqi = argmin
seq∈sub(X)
(r (seq) − pi 2) , (3)
where sub(X) is the set of all possible subsequences of the data in
X, | · | computes the effective length of the subsequence. Note that
the complexity of the above operation is O(2TN ), where N is the
size of training set and T is the maximum length of the sequences
in X. The cost of the brute-force computation grows exponentially
with T , which is unacceptable even for relatively short sequences.
We use beam search to find an approximate solution [28]. Beam
search is a greedy breadth-first search algorithm which only keeps
w best candidates in each iteration.w is called the beam width. The
algorithm first selectsw closest candidate sequences to prototype
pi . Then it generates all the possible subsequences which can be
obtained by removing one event from any of thew candidates. The
score in Equation 3 is calculated for each subsequence. Thew sub-
sequences with the minimum scores are then kept as candidates
to continue the search in the next iteration. The subsequence with
the minimum score is the output. The complexity of the algorithm
is now O(w ·T 2N ). We usew = 3 in our experiments.
3.4 Refining ProSeNet with User Knowledge
Prototype Sequences
Explain
Create
Update
Delete
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X
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Figure 2: A user verifying and refining a ProSeNet with
his/her knowledge and observation on the model output.
Next, as illustrated in Figure 2, we discuss how users can refine a
ProSeNet for better interpretability and performance by validating
and updating the prototypes, esp. when they have certain expertise
or knowledge in the problem domain. Allowing users to validate and
interact with the prototypes can also increase their understanding
of the model and the data, which is the foundation of user trust [26].
We assume that the knowledge of a user can be explicitly ex-
pressed in the form of input-output patterns which the user recog-
nizes as significant or typical in the domain (e.g., “food is good” is
typically a review with “positive” sentiment). These patterns can be
regarded as the “prototypes” that the user learned from his/her past
experiences. The refinement can thus be done by incorporating
user-specified prototypes as constraints in the model.
Based on the users’ past knowledge and observation on themodel
outputs, there are three types of possible operations that they can
apply to the model: create new prototypes, revise or delete existing
prototypes. After changes are committed, the model is fine-tuned
on the training data to reflect the change.
When fine-tuning the model the prototypes should be fixed to
reflect the users’ constraints. Therefore we make the following
revisions to the optimization process described in Section 3.3: 1)
instead of updating the latent prototype vectors pi in the gradient
descent step, we use the updated sequence encoder r in each iter-
ation to directly set pi = r (seqi ); 2) the prototype projection step
is skipped. After fine-tuning, the sequence encoder r learns better
representations of the data. The user can verify the updated results
and repeat the process until he/she is satisfied with the result.
4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate ProSeNet for classification tasks on
four real-world sequence datasets. Besides performance metrics,
we also evaluate the interpretability of ProSeNet with both quali-
tative case studies and quantitative experiments with human users.
We also perform ablation studies to understand how the follow-
ing factors affect the performance: the prototype number k , the
diversity regularization term and the prototype simplification step.
We implemented ProSeNet1 using PyTorch2. We use stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) for the training of all models. We clip the L2
norm of the gradients at 5 to prevent exploding gradient during the
training [25]. The learning rate is set to 1.0 for the first 10 epochs,
and is decayed with a factor of 0.85 for each epoch afterwards.
4.1 Case Study 1: Predictive Diagnostics based
on Vehicle Fault Log Data
Today’s vehicles have complex interconnected modules and the
faults usually have a significant history of development over a ve-
hicle’s lifetime. Fault logs collected from cars can therefore be used
to understand the typical development paths of the problems and
support predictive diagnostics. The fault log of each vehicle can
be modeled as a sequence of events. Each event corresponds to
one or multiple faults that happen at the same time. Each fault is
described with a five-digit Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) which
is standard across different makes and models. With ProSeNet, we
aim to predict the risk of faults (i.e. DTCs) for a vehicle in the future
using its historical DTC logs. We encode an event as a multi-hot
vector since multiple faults could occur at the same time. The input
at each step is therefore a binary vector x(t ) ∈ {0, 1}n and each
1Code available for research purposes at https://github.com/myaooo/ProSeNet
2https://pytorch.org/
element in the vector indicates if a particular fault has occurred.
The problem is formulated as multi-label classification to predict
the risk of different DTCs. The softmax layer is replaced with a
sigmoid layer to compute the output probabilities.
In total there are 12k vehicle fault sequences containing 393
different types of DTCs. We train the classifier to predict the top
92 DTCs which have occurred more than 100 times in the dataset.
The sequences have an average length of 2.31. The dataset is split
into 7.2k training, 2.4k validation, and 2.4k test set. We train a ProS-
eNet with an LSTM encoder (1 layer, 50 hidden units) and 100 proto-
types. We set λl1 = 1.0, λe = 0.1, λc = 0.01, λd = 0.01,dmin = 1.0
during the training. For prototype simplification, we set the beam
width w = 3. We use recall at 5 (Recall@5) and mean average
precision at 5 (MAP@5) as performance measures.
We compare the performance of ProSeNet with a standard LSTM
with the same number of layers and hidden units (Table 1). Both
models are trained for 24 epochs with a batch size of 64.
Table 1: Performance on vehicle fault risk prediction.
Model Recall@5 (%) MAP@5
ProSeNet 0.473 0.759
LSTM 0.479 0.751
Figure 3: An input sequence and the similarity scores with
its closest prototypes. The weights wi are visualized at the
bottom as the outcome of the prototype sequences.
An example prediction of the model on an input fault log se-
quence is shown in Figure 3. The input sequence shows a recurring
sequence consisting of “P030X” and “P0420”, while the model pre-
dicts a relatively high risk (0.17) of “P2187” which has not occurred
before. “P2187” indicates a problem of the fuel system in the en-
gine at Bank 1. With the given explanation, we can see that there
are three prototypes that match different aspects of the input se-
quence. All of the three prototypes indicate a high risk of “P2187”,
which explains the reasons of the prediction. A mechanic could
utilize the model to predict potential future problems and ground
the predictions on exemplar cases. The entire set of prototypes
in the model provides an overview of all the fault development
paths, which can help manufacturers identify systematic issues and
develop preventive maintenance strategies.
4.2 Case Study 2: Sentiment Analysis
We also evaluate ProSeNet using a sentiment classification task
on text data. We use the reviews of restaurants in the Yelp Open
Dataset3. Each review is tokenized into a sequence of words us-
ing NLTK4. We only use reviews that are less than 25 words in
the experiments (106k reviews in total) since in later user study
(Section 4.6) shorter sentences are easier for humans to read and
compare. We use the stars (one to five) given with the reviews as
labels and conduct experiments on both fine-grained (5-class) and
binary (positive=rating ≥ 3) classifications. The dataset is split into
60% training, 20% validation, and 20% test set.
Table 2: Average accuracy (%) of LSTM, ProSeNet and ResNet
on 10 random train-test splits of Yelp Reviews. Numbers in
parentheses are standard deviations.
Model Binary Fine-grained
ProSeNet 95.5 (0.1) 60.7 (0.2)
ProSeNetBi-LSTM 95.5 (0.2) 61.0 (0.3)
LSTM 95.6 (0.1) 60.7 (0.3)
Bi-LSTM 95.7 (0.1) 61.1 (0.3)
ResNet 95.3 (0.3) 60.6 (0.4)
As shown in Table 2, we report the accuracy of ProSeNet, ProS-
eNet with Bi-LSTM encoder, LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and ResNet on both
validation and test set. All LSTMs have 2 layers, with 100 hidden
units per layer. The ResNet contains 7 residual blocks similar to
the architecture mentioned in [14]. We apply a dropout rate of 0.8
during training. The initial number of prototypes is set to 100 and
200 in binary and fine-grained classification tasks respectively. The
result shows that our model can learn interpretable representa-
tions while achieving similar, though slightly lower performance
compared with the state-of-the-art bi-directional LSTMs.
Figure 4 (a) shows the explanation of an example sentiment anal-
ysis result. The referenced prototypes show the different aspects
of a good restaurant — good food and service. Some other proto-
type sequences and their neighboring sequences are presented in
Figure 4 (b)(c). We can see that some prototypes represent frequent
short phrases that are sentimentally significant. Some prototypes
capture long-range semantics, such as the transition of sentiments
via contrastive conjunctions (e.g., but in Figure 4 (b)).We also discov-
ered some interesting sequential “patterns” of how people express
their sentiments. For example, a typical way of expressing positive
sentiment is through multiple short compliments ended with ex-
clamation marks (Figure 4 (c)). Note that the input sequences and
the prototype sequences are matched through a learned distance
measure through an LSTM rather than strict pattern matching.
4.3 Case Study 3: UniProtKB Protein Sequence
Classification
We evaluate ProSeNet in the biology domain using the UniProtKB
database. The database contains 558,898 protein sequences manu-
ally annotated and reviewed. Protein sequences are composed of 20
standard amino acids and can be grouped into families. Proteins in a
family descend from a common ancestor and typically have similar
3http://www.yelp.com/dataset
4https://www.nltk.org/
Figure 4: Examples of binary sentiment classification on
Yelp Reviews. (a) The generated explanation of a prediction.
(b) and (c): Prototypes and their neighboring sentences. Simi-
lar patterns between prototypes and neighboring sequences
are manually highlighted in blue. The numbers show the
similarities between the input and prototypes. Bold and up-
percase texts show the simplified prototype sequences.
Figure 5: A prototype protein sequence and its neighboring
sequences in the test data. The bold and highlighted charac-
ters show the simplified prototype subsequence. Thematch-
ing subsequences in the neighbors are highlighted in blue.
functions and 3D structure. We investigate whether ProSeNet can
learn the sequential similarity within families.
We clip the sequences with a maximum length of 512 and aim to
classify the top 100 families ranked by their size. The sequences are
split into 62k train and 19k test set. We set λl1 = 1.0, λe = 0.1, λc =
0, λd = 0.01,dmin = 1.0 and train a ProSeNet consists of a Bi-LSTM
(2 layer × 50 hidden units) and 200 prototypes. We trained the ProS-
eNet for 40 epochs with a batch size of 64. In 10 train-test splits,
the model scores an average accuracy of 97.0% (SD = 0.2%) on
the test set. Its accuracy is slightly lower than a Bi-LSTM (97.4%,
SD = 0.2%) and slightly higher than a ResNet with seven residual
blocks (96.7%, SD = 0.3%). However, the ProSeNet learns inter-
pretable representations that reveal the significant subsequences
for a family of proteins. An example is shown in Figure 5.
4.4 Case Study 4: ECG Signal Classification
We investigate whether ProSeNet can be extended to learn mean-
ingful prototypes in real-valued time series using the MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia ECG dataset5. ECG is widely used in medical practices
to monitor cardiac health. Correct categorization of the waveforms
is critical for proper diagnosis and treatment. In the dataset, each
signal consists of heartbeats annotated by at least two cardiologists.
We downsample the ECG signals to 125Hz and split them into anno-
tated heartbeats according to the protocol proposed by Kachuee et
al.[16]. The annotations aremapped into five groups as suggested by
AAMI[2]: Normal (N), Supraventricular Ectopic Beat (SVEB), Ven-
tricular Ectopic Beat (VEB), Fusion Beat (F) and Unknown Beat (Q).
The training and test set contain 87k and 21k sequences respectively.
Instead of discretizing the time series data into event sequences
[3], we directly use LSTM to encode the real-valued sequence. We
set λl1 = 0.1, λe = 1.0, λd = 0.01, dmin = 2.0, dropout rate to 0.1,
and train a ProSeNet with a Bi-LSTM encoder (32 hidden units ×
3 layers) and 30 prototypes. The training runs for 36 epochs with a
batch size of 128 and prototype simplification is not applied. After
removing prototypes with small weight (max(wi ) < 0.1max(W)),
we obtain a model with 23 prototypes.
Figure 6: Example prototypes of the heartbeat signals. The
prototypes are shown as bold lines and colored with their
associated label. The color encodes the label of the signals.
Transparent lines represent heartbeats in the test set, dis-
played along with their closest prototypes.
A few selected prototypes are shown in Figure 6. We can see that
the ProSeNet successfully learned a few prototypes for each class.
Prototype 12 shows a characteristic junctional escape beat (belong-
ing to the SVEB group), which shows a long flat line corresponding
to the dropped beat. Prototype 17 shows a premature ventricular
contraction beat with a strong contraction and a long pause between
ventricular contraction. This demonstrates the capability of ProS-
eNet in learning meaningful representations on ECG time series
data, which has also been verified by two independent cardiologists.
5https://www.physionet.org/physiobank/database/mitdb/
We also compared our model with the state-of-the-art models
for classification of ECG heartbeats. The result is summarized in
Table 3. We can see that ProSeNet has comparable performance to
LSTM, and even slightly better accuracy than Residual CNN [16].
Our model can present verifiable and understandable prototypes
which are very useful in the healthcare domain. In practice, the
most similar prototypes can be presented side-by-side with the
automatic annotations of the ECG signals for explanation.
Table 3: Performance on MIT-BIH Arrythmia ECG heart-
beats classification.
Model Acc. (%) Avg. Precision Avg. Recall
ProSeNetBi-LSTM 97.7 85.0 92.6
Bi-LSTM 98.0 90.0 89.3
Residual CNN [16] 97.5 86.3 90.0
4.5 Ablation Studies
4.5.1 Choosing the Number of Prototypes k . We investigate how
would the number of prototypes, k , influence the performance of
ProSeNet using UniProtKB and Yelp Review data. Using the same
hyperparameter configuration as in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3,
we train a series of ProSeNets with different k . As shown in the
blue lines in Figure 7, the accuracy first improves dramatically as k
increases. Then the increasing slope quickly flattens after k exceeds
100 for UniProtKB and 40 for Yelp Reviews.
Figure 7: The influence of the prototype number and the di-
versity regularization Rd (λd = 0.01) on the performance.
An immediate question is: whichk should we use? Ask increases,
the accuracy improves, however it will become more difficult to
comprehend and differentiate such a large number of prototypes.
Thus, there is a trade-off between accuracy and interpretability. In
practice, since increasing k after a certain threshold only brings
marginal improvement to the performance, one possible strategy is
to first start from a small k (e.g., k = C to assume one prototype per
class) and gradually increase k until the performance improvement
falls below a certain threshold.
4.5.2 Effect of the Diversity Regularization Term Rd . To study the
effect of the diversity regularization term, we removed the term
by setting λd = 0 and run another set of experiments with varying
prototype numbers. The result is also plotted in Figure 7. We can
observe that the performance on UniProtKB is consistently lower
without Rd for different settings of k . Rd also positively affects the
performance on Yelp Reviews for larger ks.
Figure 8: The influence of the diversity regularization term
Rd on the diversity and sparsity of ProSeNet. The heatmaps
show the similarities between prototypes and test sequences
on the Yelp Reviews.
We further examine the impact of Rd by plotting the similarity
scores between the prototypes and test sequences as heatmaps for
two ProSeNets with 100 prototypes (Figure 8) on Yelp Review data.
Without diversity regularization (λd = 0), most of the rows have
similar horizontal patterns in the heatmap (Figure 8 left), indicating
near-duplicate prototypes. With λd = 0.01 the similarity heatmap
is much sparser and more diagonal, showing that the prototypes
are more diverse and evenly distributed in the latent space.
4.5.3 Performance of Prototype Simplification. We examine the
influence of prototype simplification on performance and subse-
quence lengths. We use the previous settings with λd = 0.01 on the
UniProtKB and Yelp Reviews. There is no significant difference in
accuracy on both datasets. However, with simplification applied, the
average prototype (sub)sequence lengths are decreased from 20.1
to 15.1 on Yelp Reviews and 274.5 to 130.7 on UniProtKB dataset.
4.6 Human Evaluation of Interpretability
The interpretability of a machine learning model is a subjective
concept, which is often regarded to be difficult to evaluate compu-
tationally [11, 20]. Thus, we conduct a quantitative evaluation of
the interpretability of ProSeNet through experiments with human
subjects. With the prototype learning structure, we aim to answer
the following questions: 1) How understandable and accurate are
the prototypes in explaining the predictions of the input sequences?
2) How would the incorporation of human knowledge (Section 3.4)
influence the performance and interpretability of ProSeNet? We
use the ProSeNet trained on Yelp Reviews for binary sentiment clas-
sification (Section 4.2) for evaluation. The model has 80 effective
prototypes (i.e., the associated weight max(wi ) > 0.1max(W)).
Experiment Setup. To evaluate the interpretability of the ex-
planations, we recruit human participants on Amazon Mechanical
Turk, who are non-experts in machine learning. Directly asking
whether an explanation is interpretable or accurate is very sub-
jective and varies for different people. Thus, we adopt a relative
measure by asking the participants to select one of three proto-
type sentences that expresses the most similar sentiment to a given
input sentence. The prototype in the model that has the largest
similarity score to the input sentence is regarded as the proposed
answer by the model and is presented as one of the options. The
other options are randomly selected from the rest of the prototypes.
We also include a “None of the above” as the fourth option. The
input sentences are selected from the validation set with stratified
sampling. That is, we divide the sequences into groups according
to their most similar prototypes, and use the groups as the strata
for sampling. An example question is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Example question of the user experiment. The up-
percase words represent simplified prototype sequences.
Table 4: Average accuracy of human subjects and ProS-
eNet before and after updating the model via interaction.
The most voted option by human subjects is used as the cor-
rect answer. The accuracy is calculated over questions that
are not most voted as “None of the above”.
Model acc. Human acc. None of the above
Before 0.618 0.667 (SD: 0.113) 0.131
After 0.682 0.698 (SD: 0.142) 0.131
We sample 70 questions and split them into four questionnaires.
We gather 20 responses from different human subjects for each of
the questionnaires. After filtering the responses that failed quality
check (e.g., consistency check of the answers of duplicate questions),
each question has 12.5 valid responses on average. We use the most
voted options by human subjects as the correct answer of each
question and computes the accuracy of human and the model. The
result is summarized in the first row in Table 4.
Interacting with sequence prototypes. To study how the in-
put of human knowledge would affect the interpretability of the
model, we use the feedback from the user study as a source of
human knowledge to update the model (as described in Section 3.4)
and then run a second round of experiment on MTurk. Based on
the result of the first round user experiment, we update the model
to improve the quality of the prototypes. The update protocol is as
follows. For each of the wrongly answered question, we check the
prototype sequence that is proposed as the answer by the model, as
well as its neighboring sequences in the validation set. If the neigh-
boring sequences do not have consistent sentiment (with subjective
judgment), we would delete this prototype. If the neighboring se-
quences do have consistent sentiment, but the provided prototype
is not representative enough (e.g., part of the sentence has mis-
leading meaning), a new sentence is selected from the neighboring
sentences to replace the old prototype.
Following the above protocol, we updated 13 prototypes and
removed 5 prototypes. After the incremental training completes,
the performance of the model on the test set is basically unchanged
(slightly increased by 0.1%). Then we run the second user experi-
ments with the same procedure. An average of 12.3 valid responses
is collected for each question.
Result. As shown in the second row in Table 4, the accuracy of
the model’s proposed answers increased significantly from 61.8% to
68.2%, which is only 1.6% lower than human accuracy. The result
of the first experiment indicates that there is still a gap between
the quality of the model’s generated explanations and the human
standard. However, the second experiment shows that the incorpo-
ration of human knowledge via our proposed interaction scheme
could be very helpful in improving the interpretability of the model.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented an interpretable and steerable deep
sequence modeling technique called ProSeNet. The technique com-
bines prototype learning and RNNs to achieve both interpretability
and high accuracy. Experiments and case studies on four different
real-world sequence prediction/classification tasks demonstrated
that ProSeNet is not only as accurate as other state-of-the-art ma-
chine learning techniques but also much more interpretable. In
addition, large scale user study on AmazonMechanical Turk demon-
strated that for familiar domains like sentiment analysis on texts,
ProSeNet is able to select high quality prototypes that are well-
aligned with human knowledge for prediction and interpretation.
Furthermore, ProSeNet obtained better interpretability without loss
of performance by incorporating the feedback from the user study
to update the prototypes, demonstrating the benefits of involv-
ing human-in-the-loop for interpretable machine learning. Future
works include applying the technique to other sequence data and
developing interactive user interface for updating the prototypes.
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A PROTOTYPE SIMPLIFICATION VIA BEAM
SEARCH
The beam search algorithm that we used for prototype simplifica-
tion is shown in Algorithm 1. The BestCandidates(S,w) takes a
set of sequences S, computes the score using Equation 3 for each
sequence, and returns w sequences with the lowest scores. The
algorithm terminates when the subsequences are not reducible,
or there is no better remove-one subsequences than the existing
sequences in the set of candidates S.
Input: encoder r , training data X, prototype pi
Parameters: beam widthw
Output: projected prototype pˆi , subsequence s
/* Find w sequences with minimum distance to pi */
1 S ← BestCandidates(X,w);
2 sopt ← NULL;
3 while S , ∅ do
4 Sˆ ← ∅;
5 for s ∈ S do
6 sopt ← BestCandidates({sopt , s}, 1);
7 if |s| ≥ 1 then
/* remove-one sub-sequences */
8 Sˆ ← Sˆ ∪ {s/ei | ei ∈ s};
9 end
/* Find w subsequences with the lowest scores
using Equation 3, return Sˆ if there are
less than w sequences in it. */
10 S ← BestCandidates(Sˆ,w);
11 end
12 pi ← r (sopt );
Algorithm 1: Beam Search
B EXPERIMENT DETAILS
B.1 Data Processing of Yelp Reviews
For sentiment classification tasks on Yelp Reviews, we first filtered
the reviews to contain only “Restuarant” reviews according to “cat-
egory” field of the business being reviewed. We then tokenize the
review texts into sequences of words using NLTK. For human eval-
uation purpose, we filtered reviews with length (number of words)
over 25. For both binary classification and fine-grained classifica-
tion, we balanced the classes by down-sampling. The size of the
largest class is no more than twice the size of the smallest class.
The vocabulary sizes are 6287 and 6792. We using word embedding
of size 100 for all the models. The embedding are jointly trained
with the models.
B.2 Post-processing of Human Evaluation Data
We partition the 70 questions evenly to 4 questionnaires (each with
17 and 18 questions) to prevent participants becoming overwhelm-
ing. We also add three additional quality check questions (e.g.,
duplicate questions with options in a different order, or questions
with obvious correct answer).
We filtered the responses that fails more than 1 quality-check
questions. Then we compute the correct answer of each question
using the most voted option. We further filter responses that have
have accuracy lower than 50%. Then we finally compute the human
accuracy and the model accuracy using the most voted options as
the correct answers.
C SUPPLEMENT EXAMPLES
C.1 Sentiment Classification on Yelp Reviews
Figure 10: Additional examples of learned prototype se-
quences on Yelp Reviews. The bold uppercase texts are the
simplified subsequences.
C.2 ECG Heartbeat Classification
Figure 11: Complete list of time series prototypes learned
form the ECGheartbeats. Bold lines represent the prototype
signals, and transparent lines shows are test signals close to
the prototypes.
